
Mobile Solutions® Asset App
Update Asset Inventory from Any Place, at Any Time within Seconds!

Manage assets quickly using your mobile device.
Using the Mobile Solutions® Asset App from a smartphone, tablet, or 
handheld device allows users to perform inventory management, regis-
ter a new asset, and replenish assets from any location. Users can securely 
access asset data including quantity, tag #, asset name, and description 
using the Mobile Solutions® Asset App. 
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The XT1 handheld device provides a more ruggedized 
mobile device to partner with the Mobile Solutions® Asset 
App.  It’s features provide a higher level of quality for a 
solution that meets enterprise & government requirements 
including IP54 standards.

Enterprise Grade Device

The Mobile Solutions® Asset App 
connects wirelessly to the Mobile 
Solutions® Data Server, which is 
hosted either locally at the 
Command Center or on an Internet 
Cloud. Mobile devices connect via 
WiFi, Cellular, Local WiFi, or a 
Network. 

If a connection is lost or cannot be 
established, data collected & 
managed by the Mobile Solutions® 
Asset App is stored directly on the 
mobile device. Data can be synchro-
nized once a connection is made. 

Maximized Connectivity

Compatible with AndroidTM  

& iOS operating systems.
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Keep an accurate asset 
inventory, by updating 
your asset management 
software from anywhere, 
at any time. Simply enter 
an accurate count of 
assets in-hand, while 
on-site.

Identify and track 
any item from small 
electronics or expensive 
tools, to large vehicles 
and machinery. Track 
items by department, 
grant and purchase 
date.

Restock inventory by 
manually entering an 
item or scanning it’s 
barcode before 
entering quantities 
added to inventory.

*Licensing required 
  for full functionality.
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